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The objectives of this study were:

1. To determine the job-acquisition skills used by the

1976 and 1977 Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

graduates of Oregon State University in obtaining first

positions.

2. To assess the relationship between success of the

Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts graduates of

Oregon State University and selected variables.

3. To make recommendations for Clothing, Textiles, and

Related Arts undergraduate curriculum in relation to

job-acquisition competencies.

Respondents to the branching-type questionnaire were 83

graduates (80.4%) of the 1976 and 1977 classes from the

Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts Department at Oregon

State University. Respondents' answers were assigned

weighted scores for success, sense of direction, and
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geographic mobility. Additional information recorded in-

cluded: job-acquisition skills used, most helpful job-

acquisition skill used, and sources of information used by

the job applicant in acquiring first job; applicant's

attendance at Oregon State University sponsored training

sessions, grade point average, employment status, number of

interviews, number of job offers, length of time spent look-

ing for job, employer's primary business, and description

of position.- Data were tabulated and interpreted by means

of product moment correlation, chi square, and frequency

distribution.

Ninety -eight percent (N=81) of those (N=83) respondents

completed the questionnaire and were assigned a success

score. Almost two-thirds of the 63 employed and job-seek-

ing respondents stated they wanted to stay in their field

of training. The mean grade point average reported by the

alumnae was slightly above 3.00. Fifty-four percent of the

employed and job-seeking respondents attended only one ses-

sion on job-seeking skills while they were students at

Oregon State University. Ninety-seven percent of the job-

seeking respondents used one or more job-acquisition skills.

The most frequently used were completion of job-application

forms, participation in interview, compiling of personal

inventory, preparation of chronological rdsum4, preparation

of functional rgsumg, and inquiring of employer of available

openings. The average number of job-acquisition skills used



by the respondents was seven. For the employed respondents

the median time spent seeking work was less than one week.

Forty-five percent of the respondents accepted the first

offer of a job. Sixty-eight percent of the employed re-

spondents were working in a job related to their field of

training. Nearly one-half (48%) of the employed respondents

were in managerial training programs or managerial positions

in their first job.

No significant correlation was found between success

scores and the number of job-acquisition skills used, the

number of sources of information used, geographic mobility,

or type of job-acquisition skill cited as being most help-

ful. Significant positive correlation resulted between suc-

cess scores and grade point average and sense of direction.

There was significant negative correlation with the number

of types of training sessions in job-acquisition skills

attended. Preparation of a chronological resume, commer-

cially printing a resume, and writing a follow-up letter

were significantly related to successful employment.

The investigation provided data used in secondary

analysis of sub-sample groups to determine relationships be-

tween selected variables. The number of job-acquisition

skills used did not significantly influence the length of

time spent by the job-seeker in obtaining the first job.

Where the job-seeker applied for work or the location of

employment did not significantly influence length of time

prior to accepting a job, the number of job offers, or the



successful employment of respondents. The respondent who

attended more types of training sessions and/or used more

job-acquisition skills participated in a greater number of

interviews before accepting a job offer. Neither the num-

ber of job-acquisition skills used nor the number of types

of job-acquisition skills training sessions attended by the

job-seeker appeared to significantly influence the number of

job offers.

Recommendations formulated for the Clothing, Textiles,

and Related Arts Department at Oregon State University sug-

gested continued emphasis on the training in job-seeking

skills in the educational process, since a variety of skills

and information sources were used by graduates of the

classes of 1976 and 1977 in obtaining positions.
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ANALYSIS OF FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SUCCESS OF
GRADUATES OF CLOTHING, TEXTILES, AND RELATED

ARTS IN OBTAINING FIRST POSITIONS

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

One of the most pronounced differences between con-

temporary life patterns and those of earlier times is the

dramatic increase in the number and proportion of women

engaged in gainful employment outside the home. In 1950

there were 18,389,000 women workers in the United States

(United States Department of Labor, 1976b:2), which

increased 218 percent to 40,067,000 by 1977 (United States

Department of Labor, 1978:21). The growth in numbers of

women workers in Oregon exceeded the national pattern, for

the number of women workers increased about 279 percent

during the same period, approximately 162,000 in 1950 to

451,800 in 1977 (Hannum, 1978).

Women's participation in the labor force varies con-

siderably by age with the highest rate of participation

in the labor force among the 20-24 year age group. In

1950 46 percent of the 20-24 year old women available to

the national labor market were working (United States

Department of Labor, 1976b:2), and the number increased

to over 67 percent (67.2) in 1977 (United States

Department of Labor, 1978:23). This trend is likely to
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continue if women continue to take advantage of job oppor-

tunities opening in the future.

The United States Department of Labor experts contend

nine out of ten women will work some time during their

lives (United States Department of Labor, 1976b:2).

Employment legislation, such as the Civil Rights Act of

1964, Equal Employment Opportunity Act, Equal Pay Act of

1963, Higher Education Act of 1977, and Equal Women's

Rights Amendment have influenced the acceptance of women in

the labor force. In addition, pressure of inflation may

provide impetus for women to join the labor market.

Today, large numbers of women college students seek to

find a place in the job market after graduation. Even if

academic training is strong, lack of adequate job-acquisi-

tion skills could be a handicap in obtaining a desirable

position. It is probable that job-acquisition skills are a

key factor in success or failure to obtain the "dream" job

upon graduation. Finding and securing a job can be a very

real concern to students and educators.

Four years ago this investigator developed classes at

Portland Community College to assist Early Childhood Educa-

tion students in learning job-acquisition skills. The

School of Home Economics at Oregon State University offers

a variety of aids to students who wish to prepare them-

selves for the job search. Evaluation is needed of the

effectiveness of the current efforts in order to determine
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their influence on the successful placement of graduates as

well as to increase the chances for successful placement in

an era of a highly competitive market.

Justification for the Study

According to the. Special Labor Force Report published

by the United States Department of Labor (1974:36), ap-

proximately 31 percent (31.3) of the 1972 college

graduates held "first jobs" that were not "directly related

to their degree". Of the 873,000 persons in the civilian

non-institutional population who completed the requirements

for baccalaureate and advanced degrees in the year ending

June 1972, half (49.8%) of those who accepted jobs not

directly related to their major field of study claimed it

was because these were the only jobs they could find

(United States Department of Labor, 1974a:36).

According to Louis L. Edwards (1977) of the Oregon

State University Careers-Planning and Placement Office,

there is a reduction in college recruiting by many firms

in business and industry. Edwards believes there is in

creased competition for jobs, but that the well-prepared

applicants will obtain the jobs. United States Department

of Labor investigators obtained data on methods by which

graduates looked for jobs. Subjects reported direct

application to employers had a 54 percent (54.2) effec-

tiveness rate. Use of the school placement office or
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conferring with a professor resulted in 27 percent

(27.1) effe,- Nyeness rate (United States Department of

Labor, 1974a:37).

No studies of the job-seeking techniques used by home

economists were found. Speakers at annual meetings of the

American Home Economics Association have noted the need for

employment studies. Signs of concern and need for help in

acquiring job-acquisition skills are seen in classes and

workshops being offered by community colleges, universities,

continuing education units, and service groups such as the

Young Women's Christian Association. In September of 1976,

the Metropolitan Home Economics Group of Portland, Oregon

sponsored a day-long workshop attended by some seventy

graduate home economists. "Looking Inward....Moving Out-

ward" was directed to discussion of new areas for home

economics jobs and how to apply successfully for employ-

ment.

The School of Home Economics at Oregon State Univer

sity is currently addressing the need for job-hunting

skills in the following manner:

1. Home economics students are encouraged to attend

sessions presented by Careers --Planning and Placement

Office. These one-hour sessions cover interviewing

techniques, rgsumg writing, and placement office ser-

vices and procedures.
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2. Several departments in the School of Home Economics

offer seminars in job-hunting techniques (Clothing,

Textiles, and Related Arts, Foods and Nutrition,

Family Life, and the Home Economics Communication

Committee).

These seminars and information sessions present job-hunting

techniques and assist students in planning a strategy for

obtaining a first position. However, instructors and

students have expressed a desire for more information about

which techniques and skills are most essential and which

are least useful in obtaining positions in various fields.

If the University cannot assist students in successful

job-acquisition, then it must face the possibility that

employers will de-emphasize consideration of their

graduates as an important source of employees.

Statement of the Problem

A study is needed to determine what factors affect job-

acquisition by graduates of Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts Department at Oregon State University. The purpose of

this study is to investigate selected factors associated

with success of graduates of the Clothing, Textiles, and

Related Arts Department at Oregon State University in

obtaining first positions.
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The Objectives

1. To determine the job-acquisition skills used by the

1976 and 1977 Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

graduates of Oregon State University in obtaining first

positions.

2. To assess the relationship between success of the

Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts graduates of

Oregon State University and selected variables.

3. To make recommendations for Clothing, Textiles, and

Related Arts undergraduate curriculum in relation to

job-acquisition competencies.
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

A review of literature reveals that little research

has been conducted to determine the skills necessary in

obtaining jobs. This important aspect of employment has

received limited attention by researchers, but much atten-

tion from the general public. A comprehensive reading

program was undertaken to establish a foundation upon which

hypotheses and definitions could be formulated. The review

is organized into the following sections: (1) the need for

home economists in the job market, (2) career choice,

(3) responsibilities and activities of the potential job,

(4) job-seeking campaign, (5) skills and experiences listed

in application forms, and (6) applicant's characteristics.

Need for Home Economists

McGrath and Johnson (1968:75) stated that the demand

for home economics graduates to staff positions in business

and industry would continue to increase into the foresee-

able future. Wait (1977:45) surveyed home economists

employed by textile companies, by manufacturers of products

related to textiles or clothing, and by national retail out-

lets for clothing and textiles that have consumer service

divisions. The information she gathered revealed that
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since 1967 there has been an increased number of home

economists working in businesses concerned with textiles

and clothing. McGrath and Johnson (1968:75) claimed

changing social developments such as increased inter-

nationalism, shifts in population, and expanded social

welfare cause new occupations to be created. However,

overall employment projections show the supply of college

graduates exceeding demand well through the mid-1980's

(United States Department of Labor, 1976a:3) and this

situation may lead to stern competition for replacement

jobs as well as new positions in the growth areas.

Career Choice

Beardslee and O'Dowd (1962:623) reported students

often seek a position on the basis of imagined life style

that position would bring them rather than in terms of

duties and responsibilities the position requires of them.

Researchers for the American Council on Education estimated

that chances are very good that freshman students will

change their major field or career choice before they

graduate (Astin, 1977:3). As to when the career choice is

made, DuBois (1951:174) found that of 279 Oregon State Col-

lege alumnae surveyed, over one-fourth of the graduates

said they had decided on their gainful occupation before
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entering college. Less than ten percent made their career

selection during their freshman year. Some one-fifth

decided in their junior year, and ten percent did not

decide until they were seniors. The remainder did not con-

firm a career selection until after completion of gradua-

tion requirements. Based on responses of 215,890 full-time

freshman entering 393 institutions for the first time fall

of 1976, Astin (1977:3) states that nearly 60 percent

(59.8) had already selected their preferred field. Sampson

(1966:52) also explored the time when definite career

decisions are made. Forty-three percent of executive

trainees in retail positions made their occupational choice

during college and 24 percent during high school.

Responsibilities and Activities of
Potential Job

Before deciding which job opportunities to pursue,

students need to examine their interests, abilities, and

values as well as their skills. Specific responsibilities,

activities, duties, and working conditions of the job

should be known by the job-applicant. In an employment

study by Home Economists in Business (1976) 25 per-

cent of the 538 professional home economists surveyed

stated the college education could better emphasize career

requirements. Sixty-two of the nation's largest employers

in business and industry (Endicott, 1977:36) reported

that 26 percent of the new employees left because of
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miscalculated abilities to deal with frustrations of the

job such as desire for more responsibility or lack of

advancement. In a study of life insurance agents, Weitz

(1956:245) found that those who knew the job requirements

were more likely to be able to fulfill the job demands than

those who did not. Those agents who felt the company had

not misrepresented the job or the tasks associated with it

were most likely to remain with their choice of work.

Seven percent of the home economics graduates (N = 279)

expected as freshmen to enter the commercial clothing field

upon graduation, however, only one percent of the entering

freshman ever had had any preparation or ever had worked in

such a position while an undergraduate (DuBois, 1951:171).

Sampson (1966:76) focused upon the discontent of the

recently employed home economics graduates with the amount

of vacation time allowed in retailing, required wearing of

"store regulation colors," and associations with incon-

siderate people and with people in positions of less

prestige. She concluded that graduates were not informed

of the realities of the business world. Even with complete

knowledge of the job by the future employee there is the

possibility of accepting a position for which one is over-

qualified. Jacobsen (1977:4) reveals nearly 87 percent of

the employers reported college graduates were willing to

accept entry-level positions for which they were over-

qualified. The more information available concerning the



work, the greater the possibility of satisfaction with

career choice.

Job-Seeking Campaign

11

Harwood (1974:190) emphasized that job-seekers must

learn the procedures for beginning a job campaign when pre-

paring to seek a job. If they use appropriate techniques

they will enter the employment interview better prepared as

candidates for the positions they seek and will be more

likely to secure positions they desire. He also indicated

that the earlier job-seekers begin preparation, the more

thorough the process of personal assessment will be.

Louis L. Edwards, Director of the Oregon State University

Careers Planning and Placement Office (1977) observed that

the skilled job-seeker is still the one most likely to

succeed initially. According to a study by the United

States Department of Labor (1974a:35-40) the average job-

seeker used between three and four methods to find employ-

ment. More than 36 percent (36.6) of the job-seeking

graduates were employed within five weeks. The job-search

methods used by the most graduates were apply directly to

employers, ask friends or professors, or inquire at the

school placement office. The most effective, single method

used was also the most popular. More than two of five

reported the most useful method of seeking a job was to

apply directly to the employer (54.2%). More than 48
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percent (48.6) of the graduates rated friends and relatives

as the most effective job-search method, while another 27.1

percent identified the school placement office as the most

helpful source used to obtain employment. Boyd (1977:11)

claims newspaper ads and rdsum6 blitzes have a low response.

Cushman (1956:15) recommends the personal interview tech-

nique as having the highest success-rate for home economists

entering the business field. Eighty-five percent (85.1) of

the total respondents to Cushman's study of Oregon State

University home economics graduates indicated this tech-

nique as being successful. Also indicated were another

home economist (79.0%), personal letter (74.2%), and

Careers-Planning and Placement Office (58.1%). Dennis and

Gustafson (1973:721) found that personnel managers of

industry and business hire more college graduates through

college recruiting (51.1%) than all other sources combined

(unsolicited applications, advertisements, employment

agencies, and employee referrals). Approximately five

times as many graduates were hired through college recruit-

ing as through employment agencies. Clemens (1971:661)

surveyed 400 members of the Home Economists in Business and

reported the majority of home economists obtained their

first home economics jobs through their personal efforts

rather than through professional placement services. The

most effective method of finding a job varied with the type

of job.
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Job-Acquisition Skills

Research studies dealing with specific job-hunting

techniques are few in number; however, many writers have

commented on the value of various techniques in applying

for jobs. According to Henriques (1976:13) the employer

should base the decision to hire upon evidence that the

employee will competently carry out assigned responsibili-

ties. Therefore, it is important that the job seeker pre-

sent qualifications to the potential employer in a concise

and complete manner.

Job seekers looking for employment need to start by

compiling a personal inventory of education experience,

and personal information (Egan, 1977:20). In order to

locate a vacancy, Regier and Newcomb (1977:24) recommend

writing a letter of inquiry, not to be assumed as an appli-

cation for a position. One widely used method of applying

for a specific job is the submission of a rgsume of the

applicant's skills and experiences. According to Braun

(1977:8), the rgsum6 is a valuable tool in seeking career

opportunities. In the marketing of skills, Egan (1977:20)

says that the resum6 creates the first impression while

presenting abilities and experiences of the job-applicant.

Levine and Flory (1975:378) stated that the r4sum4 is

studied by the employer to determine if an individual meets

minimum qualifications. If qualifications for the position

are not evident in the r4sum4 the applicant is generally
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excluded from any further consideration. Boecklin (1977:

50) emphasized the importance of the cover letter and

stated that a resume should never be sent without a cover-

ing letter. Boecklin (1977:49) also cautions that the

resume and the cover letter should be individual, not a

stereotype replica of a sample. Egan (1977:25) stated that

a well-thought-out and organized cover letter and resume

can be instrumental in opening doors to employment. It is

the letter that establishes the first contact, so the

impression it leaves with the employer may be extremely

crucial with respect to obtaining an interview (Osborne,

1977:17).

Levine and Flory (1975:378) stated that evaluations of

the job-application form and the resume is the most popu-

lar applicant selection technique used by employers. As to

observations by the employer, Henriques (1976:12,13) says

the application form not only gives basic information about

the applicant, but reveals ability to fill out the form

clearly, serves to document discussions, aids in selecting

subject areas to pursue during the interview, and serves as

future reference, Levine and Flory (1975:384) recognized

the written application method as a technique superior to

the personal interview because social pressures in the

interview may cause distortion of information in order to

make the information more desirable, Schuh (1967:150)

claimed a well-constructed application form can be among the
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most accurate predictors of employee turnover. Carlson and

Mayfield (1967:458) noted that the degree of favorability

of the information included in the application is by far

the most important information characteristic considered by

the manager in his decision. After previous contacts the

candidate needs to write a follow-up letter which restates

his interest in the position and reviews his qualifications

for the position (Regier and Newcomb, 1977 :25).

Every job-seeker should be able to assemble a personal

inventory, write letters of inquiry, prepare a resume,

write a cover letter to include with the r6sumg, carefully

complete application forms, and write a follow-up letter.

These job-acquisition skills can be valuable in obtaining

employment.

The employment interview is the most widely used

selection device in business and industry (Ulrich and

Trumbo, 1965:100). It is universally used as a source of

information on which to base decisions of hiring, place-

ment, promotion, and transfer. The New York Life Insurance

Company (p. 2) tells employees the employment interview is

one of the most important events in a person's experience.

The entire future course of one's life may be determined by

the 20 or 30 minutes spent with the interviewer. One would

expect the wide use and acceptance of the interview as a

source of information to be predicated upon abundant

empirical evidence of its predictive efficiency. However,
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these expectations are not fulfilled in literature. Wagner

(1949:33) states no conclusive findings are available on

using the interview as a method of selection and placement.

Hollandsworth, Dressel, and Stevens also surveyed current

research and report that the area of training in job-

interview skills still has "far to go" (1977:510). No

standardized procedure for conducting an interview has been

generally adopted.

Peters (1977:20) stated that the key to successful

interview is effective communication. Grant and Bray (1969.:

33) feel communication in an interview reveals the inter-

personal skills of the job-applicant to the interviewer.

Information on personal characteristics important to

managerial success was obtained from interviews in the

study of management potential by Grant and Bray.

Prien (1962:333) studied the interviewer predictions

of job performance and found the interview had some vali-

dity for assessment of the higher level personnal and could

predict potential job-performance on the basis of informa-

tion and impressions during the interview. The inter-

viewer's first impression of the applicant is often the

deciding factor as to whether the job-applicant will be

hired or not be hired (Abarbanel and Siegel, 1975:172).

According to Boyd (1977:12), interviewers in 40 companies

studied seemed to be interested in the areas of character,

competence, personal stability and a category entitled
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"attributes". Self-presentation, especially in interviews,

should be learned in school (Bayne, 1977:167). Bayne re-

ports that if candidates are trained to present themselves,

then the selection interviewing would be more effective.

Amsden and White (1974:30) state the importance of develop-

ing a professional attitude before being interviewed.

Though the interview is used extensively for selec-

tion, it is also utilized by recruiters at colleges to

serve not only for selection but also for recruitment. The

interviewer performs the dual task of obtaining and evaluat-

ing data concerning the interviewee as well as providing

information about his organization (Schmitt and Coyle,

1976:184). The impression the interviewer gives to the

job-applicant may be an important factor in the employment

decisions made by the interviewee (Schmitt and Coyle, 1976:

191).

Amsden and White (1974:24) urge the applicant to use

the interview to find out if the job is "right for you."

According to Gery (1975:14) the interviewer is encouraged

to describe fully the duties of the job to the job-appli-

cant (duties, training, promotion possibilities, salary).

Erroneous assumptions about career responsibilities and

realities may determine the difference between success or

failure, satisfaction or dissatisfaction in the first job

(Howell, 1972:2). The interview is widely used and can be

an extremely important selective and informative device.
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Applicant Characteristics

Super states in The Psychology of Careers (1957:238)

that little is known about which personality traits tend to

make for success or failure in a given occupation; however,

he reports that personality factors cause the most dismis-

sals in business. There have been studies listing the

traits desired by the employer. It is interesting to note

employers' attitudes toward apparent personal characteris-

tics do not vary dramatically from one employer to another.

Cushman °s study (1956:39) resulted in a list of personal

qualifications sought in home economists: ability to get

along with others, initiative, capacity to organize,

adaptability, ability to speak well, and appearance.

Business representatives in the Seattle area indicated such

personal characteristics as dependability, willingness to

please, and ability to follow instructions were important

in addition to job skills and work experience (Carroll,

1969:64). In a survey of 215 businesses, Dr. Frank Endi-

cott (1977:46) found that the main factor considered by

employers in hiring new college graduates is the kind of

person the applicant is. Since there are almost no jobs

which do not require working with people, great importance

is placed upon maturity, initiative, enthusiasm, poise,

appearance, and the ability to work with people. The

businesses surveyed listed scholastic qualifications second,
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followed by kind of courses student has taken in a

specialized field of study, part-time or summer employment

while in college, campus activities participation, and

lastly, which general or liberal arts courses were taken by

the applicants. Endicott (1977:11) also surveyed 140 super-

intendents of school districts in the Chicago suburban

area. The six factors they rated as important in hiring

beginning teachers varied little from those they reported

in 1963 and 1973. Heading the list, with none other coming

close, was the kind of person the applicant is, which in-

cluded ability to work with people, poise, appearance,

friendliness, enthusiasm, and the ability to express one's

ideas clearly. Following personal qualifications the super-

intendents checked scholastic qualifications, grade-point

average, and experience in campus activities. In determin-

ing personal characteristics which influence the hiring,

promotion, and discharging of some women in Georgia, Combs

(1974:94) found the ability to get along with others was

reported as important to nearly half (49.0%) the respon

dents. Neatness and attractiveness of appearance is another

item often mentioned (Endicott, 1977:46). The authors of

"How to Help Your Students be Successful at Job Hunting"

(Kelley, et al., 1976;33) stated that appearance is a fac-

tor in hiring, job-retention and promotion, and it will

become increasingly important as more people enter the job

market. Seventy percent of the respondents in Combs' study
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(1974:94) reported appearance was an important factor in

hiring.

Roth (1976:32) observed that enthusiasm for a particu-

lar job and determination to succeed at it are important to

potential success. Carlson (1977) stressed motivation as

a trait appearing to lead to a successful career. Van

Voorhis (1968:22) also states that the role of motivation

is the force which brings ability into performance. Keenan

(1976:228) found that the employers attach importance to a

pleasant personality and to achievement motivation in

candidates.

Recruiters from R.H. Macy and Company (p. 15) state

that they seek people who thrive on competition, are

ambitious, can make decisions, can choose priorities, enjoy

working with people, are willing to learn, and have a sense

of fashion. A profile of the Home Economists in Business

(Ellis and Howlett, 1972:28) reveals that successful home

economists are dedicated, inquiring, versatile, and

geographically mobile.

A survey of 140 Portland, Oregon Employment and Per-

sonnel Managers (Oregon Bureau of Labor, 1977:29) announced

that behavioral qualities and basic skills of writing are

inadequate or lacking in the job-applicants. Forty-five

percent of the job-seekers lacked ability in communicating

orally and in writing effectively and precisely. Sixty-

five percent did not appear highly motivated, according to
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the managers. The employers caution that initial under-

employment of the college- trained novice, coupled with

exaggerated expectations, may result in a lack of patience

on the part of the college-trained new employee. The

employee may have a distorted view regarding the real facts

of the world of work.

Scholastic aptitude and work experience appear to be

facts the interviewer can rate and can rely on for data,

but means of obtaining empirical data concerning the impor

tant intangibles of enthusiasm, motivation, poise,

initiative, and maturity have not been found. Keenan (1976:

229) noted a possibility that the attributes the inter-

viewers value in candidates are partly a projection of what

they value in their own jobs.

Knowledge of skills and techniques necessary for con-

ducting an effective job search should make it possible for

the prospective employee to give and gain the kind of infor-

mation which will lead to a better match and greater satis-

faction with the position obtained. Although numerous

writers have cited the importance of personal and profes-

sional characteristics of the job- seeker, no literature was

found which demonstrated the effect of training in job-

acquisition techniques on success in obtaining a position or

on ultimate satisfaction with the position. The present

investigation will provide an opportunity to assess the

importance of job-hunting skills in successful job-seeking
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and may provide insight into the role of such techniques

in the job-acquisition process.
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Chapter III

PROCEDURE

Purpose

Today greater numbers of people enroll in college and

seek to find a place in the job market after graduation.

Lack of adequate job-acquisition skills could be a handi-

cap in obtaining a desirable position, even with strong

academic training. Finding and securing a job can be a

very real concern to all students and educators. There-

fore, a purpose of this study is to investigate the factors

associated with success of graduates of the Clothing,

Textiles, and Related Arts Department at Oregon State

University in obtaining first positions, including their

use of job-acquisition skills. Another purpose is to make

recommendations for Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

undergraduate curriculum in relation to job-acquisition

competencies based on data from the study.

For the purposes of this study, the following null

hypotheses were formulated:

Hypothesis 1 There will be no significant cor-
relation between scores on the success
measure and job-acquisition skills used.

Hypothesis 2 There will be no significant cor-
relation between scores on the success
measure and sources of information used.
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Hypothesis 3 There will be no significant cor-
relation between scores on the success
measure and exposure scores.

Hypothesis 4 There will be no significant
relation between scores on the success
measure and the type of job-acquisition
skill cited as most helpful.

Hypothesis 5 There will be no significant cor
relatiR: between scores on the success
measure and grade point averages.

Hypothesis 6 There will be no significant cor-
relation between scores on the success
measure and geographic mobility scores.

Hypothesis 7 There will be no significant cor-
relation between scores on the success
measure and sense of direction scores.

Definition of Terms

CTRA Graduates are those alumni who completed gradua-

tion requirements of one of four options in the Department

of Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts: Clothing and

Textiles in Business, Home Furnishings, Textile Science,

and Pregraduate Study.

Successful Job Seekers are those graduates who upon

completion of Oregon State University Home Economics

requirements are employed within four months after gradua-

tion. The job must be directly related to the field of

training and/or in a first choice of field.

Target Week refers to the period of time four months

after date of completion of graduation requirements. The

choice of this time was based upon the reporting period set

by the United States Department of Labor (1974a).
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Job-acquisition Skills are those techniques used in

acquiring the first job, such as development of personal

inventory; completion of a job-application form; prepara-

tion of chronological or functional resumes; composition of

letters of inquiry, tailored letters, or follow-up letters

of thank-you for interview; participation in interviews;

office visitations to inquire about status of application;

office visitations to inquire of new openings; and assem-

blage of a portfolio.

Sources of Information refers to assistance utilized

by the job-seeker in acquiring the first job. Methods used

might include talking to a professor, inquiring of people

in the field, asking friends and relatives about possible

jobs, or using informational bureaus such as the Oregon

State University Office of Careers Planning and Placement

and public or private employment services.

Sense of Direction f the graduate is the sureness at

the time of completion of degree requirements that he or

she wishes to pursue a career related to the field of

training.

Geographic Mobility is the lack of intentional limit-

ing of the graduate's job search and location to hometown

or Corvallis or within 100 miles of these two locations.

Exposure refers to the number of the following types

of training sessions in job-acquisition in which graduates

took part while students at Oregon State University.
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1. Resume Session at Office of Careers Planning and

Placement is offered to all students of Oregon State

University. Techniques in preparation of a resume are

presented.

2. Interview Session at Office of Careers --Planning and

Placement is offered to all students of Oregon State

University. Preparation for and participation in an

interview is discussed.

3. Job-hunting session given by the department in School

of Home Economics varies with each department in the

school. This was included in the questionnaire to

acquire general information for the School of Home

Economics.

4. Amsden and White (Forrest M. Amsden and Noel D. White)

are the authors of How to be Successful in the Employ-

ment Interview. They have presented three workshops

at Oregon State University emphasizing skills used

prior to, during, and following an interview.

5. CT 407A is a one credit seminar offered primarily to

senior majors in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts.

Job-acquisition techniques are taught to prepare the

student for successful employment upon graduation.

Assumptions of the Study

Possible internal biases did not influence the

validity of the voluntarily returned questionnaire.
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Limitations of the Study

This study is confined to 83 of the 103 graduates of

the School of Home Economics at Oregon State University,

classes of 1976 and 1977 with 30 or more credit hours in

Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts. All subjects are

graduates with a Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts

degree.

This study may be affected by the:

1. influence of previous job application experiences and

previous jobs held by the graduates.

2. variability of an applicant and employer's efforts in

the employee selection process.

3. assertiveness and personality of the job applicant.

4. differences in coursework requirement, class content,

and instructors the graduates may have experienced

while at Oregon State University.

Development of the Instrument

A branching-type questionnaire was designed to obtain

data from the 1976 and 1977 Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts graduates of Oregon State University regarding the

techniques and skills they utilized to obtain positions

after graduation. Data regarding job-acquisition skills
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and selected variables were collected and used to test the

hypotheses.

The content of the instrument was adapted from a

questionnaire circulated by the United States Department of

Labor (1974a). Questionnaire items included in the modi-

fied instrument were utilized to gain information concern-

ing the following:

1. employment status,

2. primary reason not employed or not looking for a posi-

tion,

3. number of job-acquisition skills used in seeking a

position,

4. type of job-acquisition skills used in seeking a posi-

tion,

5. type of job-acquisition skills cited as most helpful,

6. number of sources of information used in seeking a

position,

7, type of sources of information used in seeking a posi-

tion,

8. extent of exposure to training sessions in job-

acquisition while a student at Oregon State University,

9. type of exposure to training sessions in job-acquisi-

tion while a student at Oregon State University,

10. grade-point average,

11. geographic mobility in applying for a job,

12. geographic mobility in accepting a job,
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13. sense of direction of the job applicant,

14. number of interviews obtained,

15. number of job offers,

16. length of time to obtain job,

17. employer's primary business,

18. description of position, including duties of job,

salary, and relationship to major in Home Economics.

In July, 1977 the questionnaire was administered to

20 recent graduates of Oregon State University and other

members of Home Economists in Business. The pre-test

sample was a cross-section of women who were employed,

unemployed, and continuing an academic program. They were

asked to give comments and criticisms that would contribute

to the clarification and completeness of the instrument.

Results of the 19 returned pre tests indicated minor

revisions would clarify the responses, but that the instru-

ment was believed to be effective in terms of format, con-

tinuity, and overall clarity. Revisions were made as

appropriate (see Appendix A).

Administration of the Instrument

October 14-, 1977 the questionnaire was mailed to the

1976 and 1977 graduates of Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts of the School of Home Economics at Oregon State Univer-

sity. Included in the packet were the followingl
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1. a cover letter which briefly introduced the research,

requested cooperation on the part of the subject, and

promised confidentiality of responses (see Appendix B),

2. the questionnaire,

3. a stamped, self-addressed envelope for the return of

the questionnaire.

In addition to the 103 Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts graduates, the mailing was expanded at the request of

Dean Betty E. Hawthorne to include all of the 435 graduates

of the School of Home Economics for 1976 and 1977. It was

believed that the results of this questionnaire would be

valuable to the other departments as well as to Clothing,

Textiles, and Related Arts.

On November 4, 1977, a follow-up letter was sent to

subjects who had not returned the questionnaire (see

Appendix C). This letter included a second questionnaire

and a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Each questionnaire

was identified only by a number assigned to the instrument

to determine whether a response had been returned. The

number provided an identification code for computational

analysis. Responses to the instrument were confidential.

The subjects who were "not working, not looking" were

excluded from the analysis. If an incomplete questionnaire

was received the usable portions were computed. Therefore,

for some of the analyses the sample size may be smaller

than the possible total of 83.
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Scoring of Data

The instrument tabulation was set up with the assis-

tance of a statistical consultant. A code manual includ-

ing all the variables from the questionnaire was devised to

aid in tabulation of the data (see Appendix D). Coding was

established for the following variables: employed or not

employed, first choice or not first choice of field, kind

of business, duties of first job, managerial or non-

managerial duties, and whether or not the job was related

to training. Respondents were assigned weighted scores for

success, sense of direction, and mobility based upon their

responses to questionnaire items.

Three factors were used in coding of the success

variable: employment situation during target week, how the

job was regarded at the time of acceptance, and what rela-

tion the job had to the field of specialization in home

economics. A score denoting degree of success was assigned

based on responses to questions la, 3, and 3a. The follow-

ing responses to question 3a denoted a first choice job:

"Job had possibilities for advancement"

"Job to get experience so I could break
into my field"

"Job was my first choice; my 'dream job"

The following responses to question 3a denoted a second

choice job:

"Temporary job until a better one could
be found"
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"Temporary job while waiting to report
to a new job"

"Job to earn money while I decided
what kind of work T want"

"Temporary job to earn money to do
something else (travel, school, etc.)"

Whether or not the job was directly, indirectly, or un-

related to the respondent's field of study was determined

from the respondent's answers to question 3. Based on the

respondent's answers to questions la, 3, and 3a, weighted

scores were assigned according to the following scale:

First Second
Choice Choice

Directly related - in field 7 4

Somewhat related - in field 6 3

Not related - in field 5 2

Not working - but looking 1 -

Not working - not looking 0

Geographic mobility responses were scored to determine

geographic mobility in application for a job and geographic

mobility in acceptance of a job. Responses to questions 7

and 2b were evaluated. Responses were assigned weighted

scores for both mobility of job-application and mobility of

job-acceptance:

Hometown or Corvallis 1

Town within 100 miles of listed
hometown or Corvallis 2

Town more than 100 miles from
listed hometown or Corvallis 3
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Analysis of Data

The range of scores, mean, median, and mode were

determined for the variables as appropriate. Product

moment correlation coefficients were used to correlate

success scores and other variables in the study: number of

job-acquisition skills used in seeking first position, num-

ber of job-acquisition skills cited as most helpful, grade

point average, number of sources of information used, ex-

tent of exposure to training meetings while attending

Oregon State University, geographic mobility in job-

application, geographic mobility in job-acceptance, and

sense of direction score. The package used to compute the

product moment coefficients was the Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences. Chi-square correlations were computed

to find the relationship between success scores and type of

job-acquisition skills used, type of job-acquisition skills

cited as most helpful, type of sources of information used,

and type of training meetings the subjects were exposed to

while at Oregon State University. The .05 level of confi-

dence was utilized in evaluating the significance of the

results.
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Chapter IV

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Data gained from the questionnaire provided descrip-

tive information about the respondents, skills used to

obtain their first job, and information about the job. The

findings are discussed in the following sequence in Chapter

IV:

1) Description of the sample,

2) Findings related to the hypotheses,

3) Additional findings.

Description' of Sample

The data collection instrument was mailed to 103 1976

and 1977 graduates of the Department of Clothing, Textiles,

and Related Arts of the School of Home Economics at Oregon

State University. Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts was

declared as a major emphasis or option by 51 female

graduates in 1976 and by 52 female graduates in 1977.

Options available were Clothing and Textiles in Business,

Home Furnishings, Textile Science, and Pregraduate Study.

Also included were those graduates in Home Economics Com-

munication and General Home Economics who had completed at

least 30 credits in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts.

Responses were received from 83 graduates, resulting

in 80 percent participation (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Alumnae response to questionnaire.

Respondents
1976

Graduates
1977

Graduates Total

Questionnaires sent 51 52 103

Responses received 45 38 83

Options completed by
respondents:

Business 28 30 58

Home Furnishings 5 2 7

Pregraduate Study 0 1 1

Communications 3 0 3

General Home Economics 9 5 14

Fifty-four percent (N=45) of the 83 respondents to the

questionnaire are 1976 Clothingi Textiles, and Related Arts

graduates and 46 percent (N=38) are 1977 graduates.

Seventy percent (N=58) of the alumnae who had completed the

business option returned the questionnaire. The remainder

of the questionnaires received were from graduates fulfill-

ing requirements of the options of Home Furnishings, Pre-

graduate Study,. Communications, and General Home Economics.

Seventy-seven percent (N=64) of the 83 respondents

reported being employed during the stated target week.

Only six percent (N=5) of the 83 respondents stated they

were still seeking work during the stated target week.

Seventeen percent (N=14) were not actively looking for a

Job (see Table 2).
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Table 2. Employment status of responding alumnae.

Employment status

Employed alumnae 64 77

Unemployed alumnae 19 23

Not working, not
looking for a job (14) (17)

Not working, but
looking for a job ( 5) ( 6)

Total respondents 83 100

Family responsibility was listed by five (26%) of the

respondents as the reason they were unemployed. Travel or

vacation and the decision not to work were indicated by six

of those unemployed respondents who were not seeking work

(see Table 3).

Table 3. Reasons stated by alumnae as to why unemployed
and not seeking work or unemployed and still
looking.

Reasons why not working

Not seeking work:

Family responsibility 5 26

Not want to work 3 16

Travel or vacation 3 16

Going to school 2 11

Ill or disabled 1 5

Still looking for work 5 26

Total unemployed 19 100
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Ninety-eight percent (N=81) of the respondents com-

pleted the questionnaire and could be assigned a success

score. Three of the five who are still looking for a job

provided information sufficient for the success score to

be calculated. The remaining (N=14) respondents are un-

employed and are not seeking work (see Table 4).

Table 4. Frequency score of success of respondents in job-
seeking.

Success score Frequency

0 14

1

2 4

3 2

4 9

5 5

6 9

7 33

Total respondents 81*

N = 83

*Remaining employed respondents (N=2) did not complete por-
tion of questionnaire relating to success.

Sixty-three percent (N =40) of the 64 employed respon-

dents indicated that they knew they wanted to stay in their

field and looked only for jobs in that field. None of the

alumnae reported a desire to leave the field of study.

However, 13 percent (N=8) were somewhat uncertain about
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job opportunities for persons with their training. At the

time of graduation well over one-half (63%, N=40) had a

definite sense of direction in job-seeking, while one-third

(37%, N=23) did not have a definite sense of direction.

Six of the responding alumnae did not respond to the ques-

tion regarding sense of direction (see Table 5).

Table 5. Sense of direction of employed and job-seeking
respondents.

Sense of direction

Definite sense of direction:

"Knew I wanted to stay in my field and
looked only for jobs in my field" 40 63

"Definitely did not want to stay in my
field, so 1 looked more broadly" 0 0

Uncertain sense of direction:

"Wasn't sure that T wanted to stay in
my field, so T looked more broadly" 8 13

"Was somewhat uncertain about what
kind of job T wanted" 8 13

"Uncertain about job opportunities
for persons with my training" 7 11

Total responses 63 100

No response to question 6

Total (employed and job-seeking) 69

The mean grade point reported by the graduates was

slightly above a 3.00 (3.035). The median falls in the

lower area of the 3.00 to 3.24 grade point average range.

Thirty-one percent (N=19) of the Clothing, Textiles, and
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Related Arts graduates reported grades in this range.

Forty-four percent (N=27) stated their grades were below a

3.00, while 57 percent (N=35) had an accumulative grade

point in the 3.00-4.00 range (see Table 6).

Table 6. Grade point average of job-seeking and employed
respondents.

Grade point
average

2.00-2.24 2 3

2.25-2.49 9 15

2.50-2.74 8 13

2.75-2.99 8 13

3.00-3.24 19 31

3.25-3.49 6 10

3.50-3.74 6 10

3.75-4.00 4 6

Total responses 62 101*

Grades unavailable 7

Total (employed and job-seeking) 69

*Discrepancy due to rounding.

Forty percent (N=27) of the responding alumnae com-

pleted the credit class CT 407A. Thirty-seven (N=25) had

attended the session on writing a resume presented at the

Office of Careers Planning and Placement. Thirty-three

percent (N=22) reported attendance at the interview session

presented by the Office of Careers Planning and Placement.
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Eighteen percent (N=12) of the respondents stated they had

attended the job-hunting session sponsored by the depart-

ment in the School of Home Economics and 15 percent (N=10)

attended the workshop on interviewing skills presented by

Amsden and White (see Table 7).

Table 7. Training sessions attended by job-seeking
respondents.

Training session

Attended
session

Did not attend
session

N N

CT 407A 27 40 40 60

R4sum4 session at Office of
Careers-Planning and Place-
ment 25 37 42 63

Interview session at Office
of Careers-Planning and
Placement 22 33 45 67

Job-hunting session given
by department in School of
Home Economics 12 18 55 82

None 12 18

Amsden and White Workshop
on Interviewing Skills 10 15 57 85

Other 5 7

N=67

Fifty-four percent (N=37) of the job-seeking respon-

dents attended only one session in job-seeking skills when

they were students at Oregon State University. Twenty per-

cent (N=14) of the employed Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts graduates reported attending two of the five listed
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job-acquisition skills training session. Between one and

two training sessions was the average number attended by

the job-seeking respondent. Six percent (N=4) of the

alumnae attended all five sessions (see Table 8).

Table 8. Number of types of training sessions attended
(exposure).

Number of types of training
sessions (exposure) N %

None attended 2 3

One 37 54

Two 14 20

Three 7 10

Four 5 7

Five 4 6

Total (employed and job-seeking) 69 100

Nearly three-quarters of the respondents (74%, N=51)

reported that they filled out job-application forms in the

process of job-seeking; this was the most used job-

acquisition skill. The following job-acquisition skills

were used by over one - half -of the responding alumnae: job-

application forms completed (74%, N=51), participation in

interview (68%, N=47), personal inventory (57%, N=39),

chronological rdsum6 (57%, N=39), functional r6surri6 (54%,

N=37), and inquiry of employer about available openings

(54%, N=37). The skill least used was assemblage of a

portfolio. Only 13 percent (N=9) of the graduates
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indicated use of a portfolio (see Table 9). The average

number of fob- acquisition skills used by the 69 respondents

was seven.

Table 9. Job-acquisition skills used by job-seekers.

Job-acquisition skills used N

Job application forms completed 51 74

Participated in interview 47 68

Personal inventory 39 57

Chronological resume 39 57

Functional resume 37 54

Inquired of employer about available
openings 37 54

Read books, magazines, and/or newspapers 33 48

Commercially printed resume 30 43

Inquired via telephone 27 39

Inquired of employer about status of
application 25 36

R4sumg on colored paper 26 38

Follow-up letter written 23 33

Wrote letter of inquiry 22 32

Practiced interview 22 32

Art work on resume 10 14

Assembled portfolio 9 13

Other 6 9

None oe these 2 3

N=69
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Eighty-eight percent (N=57) of the respondents who

sought jobs and responded to the question indicated that

they had applied directly to employers when seeking a job.

Nearly three-fourths (72 %, N=47) of the respondents had

consulted the placement lists at Office of Careers

Planning and Placement. Over one-half (52%, N=34) made a

telephone inquiry while job-seeking and 33 (51%) inquired

of people in the field (see Table 10).

Table 10. Frequency score of sources of information used
by job-seeking respondents,

Sources of information N %

Direct application to employer 57 88

Placement lists at Office of. Careers
Planning and Placement 47 72

Looked in newspaper 44 68

Telephone inquiry 34 52

Inquiry of people in the field 33 51

Interview at Office of Careers --

Planning and Placement 30 46

Talked to professor 30 46

Help from friends and relatives 28 43

Public Employment Service 16 25

Private employment agency 10 15

Mailing lists at Office of Careers
Planning and Placement 9 14

Civil Service Office 8 12

Other 2 3

None 1 2

N=65
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Fourteen percent (N=9) of the reporting alumnae

participated in only one interview. The largest single

group participated in two interviews (N=12, 19%). Sixty-

one percent (N=39) participated in one to four interviews

prior to accepting employment. Five (8%) of the respon-

dents did not participate in an interview before becoming

employed (see Table 11). The average number of interviews

reported by the respondents was three.

Table 11. Participation in interviews by those who are
employed or still seeking work.

Number of interviews N %

None 5 8

One 9 14

Two 12 19

Three 11 17

Four 7 11

Five or six 5 8

Seven or eight 5 8

Nine or ten 5 8

Eleven to nineteen 3 5

Twenty or over 2 3

Total responses 64 101*

No response 5

Total 69

*Discrepancy due to rounding.
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Thirty-nine percent (N=22) of the employed respon-

dents who responded to the question did not seek a job

between graduation and the stated target date. The respon-

dents who did not seek employment already had jobs prior

to graduation or were offered jobs without seeking them.

Only 16 percent (N=9) of the graduates looked for work

longer than four weeks (see Table 12). The median time

spent seeking employment was less than one week.

Table 12. Time spent looking for job after completion of
graduation requirements by employed respondents.

Length of time

None

One week or less

One to two weeks (8-14 days)

22

11

4

39

19

7

Three to four weeks (15-28 days) 11 19

Five to nine weeks (29-63 days) 4 7

Ten to fourteen weeks (64-98 days) 5 9

Total responses 57 100

No response 7

Total employed 64

Seventy-two percent (N=40) of the responding alumnae

who were employed reported accepting employment within one

or two job offers. Two-fifths (45%, N=25) reported only

one offer of a job. Only one respondent received five job

offers before becoming employed (see Table 13). The median
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number of job offers was between one and two offers per

respondent.

Table 13. Number of job offers reported by those who are
employed.

Number of job offers

One 25 45

Two 15 27

Three 12 21

Four 3 5

Five 1 2

Total responses 56 100

No response 8

Total employed 64

Seventy-five percent (N=44) of the graduates who res-

ponded to the question were working for employers in

businesses directly related to clothing and textiles. Of

the 64 employed alumnae, the highest percentage (42%, N=25)

were employed by general merchandising businesses. There

were three times as many graduates working in general

merchandising as graduates working in the next highest type

of clothing and textiles related business. Thirty-three

percent (N=19) were employed by other clothing and textile

related employers such as specialty stores, sewing machine

and interior design stores, and clothing manufacturers.

Only three percent (N=2) of the graduates were self-
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employed. The remaining 25 percent (N=15) were employed

outside clothing and textiles related businesses (see

Table 14).

Table 14. Type of employers.

Type of employer

Directly related to clothing and textiles:

Retailing

General merchandising store 25 42

Specialty ready-to-wear store 8 14

Specialty yardage store 5 8

Interior design store 1 2

Sewing machine store 1 2

Manufacturing

Clothing manufacturing company 4 7

Other:

Education 4 7

Extension service 1 2

Restaurant/tavern 2 3

Food production/manufacturing 1 2

Service company* 3 5

Recreation/tourist facilities 2 3

Self-employed 2 3

Total response 59 100

No response 5

Total employed 64

*Bank, insurance, remodeling business.
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Sixty-eight percent (N=42) of those employed who res-

ponded were working at a job directly related to their

field of training. Eighteen percent (N=11) were working

in jobs somewhat related to their field of training, while

15 percent (N=9) were working in jobs "not at all related

to their field of training" (see Table 15).

Table 15. Relationship of first job to field of training.

Relationship to field of training

Directly related to field of training 42 68

Somewhat related to field of training 11 18

Not at all related to field of training 9 15

Total responses 62 101*

No response 2

Total employed 64

*Discrepancy due to rounding.

Sixty-five percent (N =38) of the 58 employed 1976 and

1977 Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts graduates of

Oregon State University who reported their first job stated

it was in the retailing field. More than five times as

many alumnae were in the, retailing field as those employed

in any other (e.g. design and production). Two-thirds

(66%, N=25) of those who were in retailing in their first

job were in management (see Table 16).
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Table 16. Duties of the first job.

Duties N

Retail management 25 43

Retail non-management 13 22

Miscellaneous services* 9 16

Design and production 7 12

Education 4 7

Total responses 58 100

No response 6

Total employed 64

*Bank customer service, clerical assistant, copy writing,
alterations, maid, waitress.

Forty-five percent (N=26) of the 58 employed respond-

ents held managerial positions in their first jobs. Over

one-half (55%, N=22) were not in managerial positions (see

Table 17).

Table 17. Managerial positions of first job.

Managerial level

Managerial position 26 45

Non-managerial position 32 55

Total responses 58 100

No response 6

Total employed 64
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Over 40 percent of each class of the 1976 and 1977

alumnae who had completed the business option requirements

were in managerial positions (see Table 18).

Table 18. Graduates with business option in managerial
positions.

Year

Completed business Hold managerial
option position

N N %

1976 28 13 46

1977 30 13 43

Total 58 26

Fifty percent (N=28) of the graduates received an

annual salary of $7,000 or more for their first job. The

mean salary was $6,955, including those reporting an

irregular salary. Twenty percent (N=11) received $8,000

to $8,999 annually. Only seven percent (N=4) of the

respondents indicated their annual salary was $10,000 or

more. Five percent (N=3) of the respondents had an

irregular salary, due to jobs such as substitute teaching

or self-employment (see Table 19).

Of the 60 employed alumnae who responded to questions

regarding geographic mobility, 34 percent (N=20) applied

for positions only in Corvallis or their hometown, while

nearly one-half (48%, N=29) applied for jobs more than 100

miles from Corvallis or the hometown. Twice as many

graduates remained in Corvallis or the hometown to work as
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Table 19. Salary reported by alumnae.

Salary N %

Irregular 3 5

$4,999 and less 4 7

$5,000 to $5,999 12 21

$6,000 to $6,999 9 16

$7,000 to $7,999 5 9

$8,000 to $8,991 11 20

$9,000 to $9,999 8 14

$10,000 and over 4 7

Total responses 56 99*

No response 8.

Total employed 64

*Discrepancy due to rounding.

did those who accepted employment in towns over 100 miles

away. Fifty-five percent (N=31) held first jobs in

Corvallis or their hometowns, while 27 percent (N=15) were

in towns over 100 miles from Corvallis or their reported

hometown (see Table 20).
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Table 20. Geographic mobility of employed respondents.

Farthest location
of actual job Farthest location

Location of first application of job-acceptance
job

Hometown (or Corvallis,
if hometown not
named)

Within 100 miles of
hometown (or Corval-
lis, if hometown not
named)

More than 100 miles
from hometown (or
Corvallis, if home
town not named)

Total response

No response

Total employed

20 34 31 55

11 18 10 18

29 48 15 27

60 100% 56 100%

4 8

64 64

Presentation of Findings Related to
the Hypotheses

Seven null hypotheses were formulated to test the

relationships between success scores and the following

variables: number of job-acquisition skills used in seek-

ing first positions, number of sources of information,

exposure, job-acquisition skills cited as important, grade

point average, geographic mobility of job-application and

job-acceptance, and sense of direction.

Hypothesis 1 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the success
measure and job-acquisition skills used.
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The product moment coefficient of correlation computed for

the correlation between success scores and the number of

job-acquisition skills used was .1974 (NS, 60df), indicat-

ing the number of skills the respondents reported they used

was not significantly related to success scores. The r

values are presented in Table 21. Chi squares were com-

puted between success scores and each type of job-

acquisition skill. Because of small cell sizes, the scores

Table 21. Product moment correlations between success,
number of job-acquisition skills used, number
of sources of information used, number of
exposures to job skill training sessions, grade
point averages, geographic mobility scores,
sense of direction scores.

and

Variable r value p N

Number of job acquisition
skills used .1974 .124 62

Number of sources of
information used -.1199 .342 65

Exposure -.3263** .008 67

Grade point averages .2628* .042 60

Geographic mobility of
applications -.0190 .886 60

Geographic mobility of
job-acceptance .0194 .888 56

Sense of direction scores .3946** .002 65

*p < .05

**p < .01

df = N-2

for the success variable were collapsed into two groups.

The high success group consisted of respondents with a
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success score of seven (N=33). The low success group con-

sisted of respondents with success scores of one through

six (N=34). Significant differences at the .05 level of

confidence were found between success groups for the

chronological resume, commercially printed resume, and

writing of a follow-up letter. (The chi square values are

presented in Table 22). The null hypothesis is not

rejected.

Hypothesis 2 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the suc-
cess measure and sources of information
used.

The product moment coefficient of correlation computed

for the correlation between success scores and number of

sources of information used in seeking first positions was

-.1199 (NS, 63df), indicating the number of sources of infor-

mation 65 respondents reported they used was not signifi-

cantly related to successful job-acquisition. (The com-

plete correlation matrix is presented in Table 21.) Chi

squares were computed between success scores and each

source of information. Because of small cell sizes the

scores for the success variable were collapsed into two

groups. The high success group consisted of respondents

with a success score of seven (N=33). The low success

group consisted of respondents with success sources of one

through six (N=34). No significant differences were found.

(The chi square values are presented in Table 23.) The

null hypothesis cannot be rejected since neither the number
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Table 22. Cross-tabulation of frequencies and chi square
values for success
skills used.

scores and job-acquisition

Job-acquisition
skill used X

2
Low
group

High
group Total

Job-application forms com
pleted

24 24 48 .888

Participated in interview 24 21 45 2.836

Chronological résumé 12 26 38 9.104**

Personal inventorya 15 22 37 1.800

Functional résumé 14 21 35 1.481

Inquired of employer about
available openings 14 20 34 .948

Read books, magazines, and/
or newspapers 11 20 31 3.174

Commercially printed résumé 8 21 29 8.058**

Inquired via telephone 12 13 25 .0253

Résumé on colored paper 9 16 25 1.953

Follow-up letter written 5 17 22 7.920**

Inquired of employer about
status of application 7 15 22 3.064

Practiced interview 8 13 21 .960

Wrote letter of inquiry 4 16 20 --
b

Art work on résumé 5 5 10 .050

Assembled portfolio 5 2 7

Other 3 2 5 --b

None 1 1 2

N=62

aN=63 for this skill only

*p <

**p <

.05,

.01,

ldf

ldf

bFrequency too small to calculate x2
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Table 23. Cross-tabulation of frequencies and chi square
values for success scores and types of sources
of information used.

Sources of information

Success scores
Low
group

High
group Total

Placement lists at Office of
Careers Planning and Place-
ment 22 25 47 1.065

Looked in newspaper 25 19 44 1.994

Telephone inquiry 17 17 34 .017

Inquiry of people in the
field 14 19 33 1.868

Interview at Office of
CareersPlanning and Place-
ment 13 17 30 1.233

Talked to professor 12 18 30 2.585

Direct application to
employers 28 29 57 __a

Help from friends and rela-
tives 15 13 28 .155

Public employment service 12 4 16 --a

Private employment agency 5 5 10 .003

Mailing lists at Office of
Careers Planning and Place-
ment 6 3 9

a

Civil Service office 7 1 8
a

Other 1 1 2
a

None 0 1 1
a

N=65

aFrequency too small to calculate X2

*p < .05, ldf
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nor the type of sources of information used was signifi-

cantly related to success scores.

Hypothesis 3 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the success
measure and exposure scores.

The product moment coefficient of correlation was computed

to assess the correlation between success scores and

exposure scores. The r value of -.3263 (p = <.008, 65df)

indicates that the total number of types of training ses-

sions the respondents were exposured to was negatively

related to successful job-acquisition. The results indi-

cate the respondents most successful in seeking jobs did

not attend the highest number of training sessions. (The

complete correlation matrix is presented in Table 21.) The

null hypothesis is rejected.

Hypothesis 4 There will be no significant
relation between scores on the success
measure and the type of job-acquisition
skill cited as most helpful.

Chi squares were computed between success scores and each

type of job-acquisition skill cited as most helpful. Be-

cause of small cell sizes, the scores for the success

variable were collapsed into two groups. The high success

group consisted of respondents with a success score of

seven (N=33). The low success group consisted of respon-

dents with success scores of one through six (N=34). No

significant differences were found between success groups

for the two job-acquisition skills which could be examined

(see Table 24) .
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Table 24. Cross-tabulation of frequencies and chi square
values for success scores and type of job-
acquisition skill cited as most helpful.

Job-acquisition skill cited
as most helpful

Success scores

x
2

Low
group

High
group Total

Participated in interview

Functional resume

Chronological resume

Personal inventory

Assembled portfolio

Inquired of employer about
available openings

Wrote letter of inquiry

Inquired of employer about
status of application

Inquired via telephone

Other

Job-application forms
completed

Art work on resume

Commercially printed resume

Follow-up letter written

Practiced interview

Read books, magazines, and/
or newspapers

Rgsumg on colored paper

None

9

7

3

1

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

6

2

3

1

2

2

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

16

13

5

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.061

.484

b

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

aNeither of the values was significant at either the .05
or .01 level, ldf.
bFrequency too small to calculate x2.
N=55
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Hypothesis 5 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the success
measure and grade point averages.

The product moment coefficient of correlation obtained be-

tween success scores and grade point averages is .2628

(p < .042, 58df) which is significant beyond the .05 level.

(The complete correlation matrix is presented in Table 21.)

The score indicates that grades earned by the respondents

while undergraduates were significantly related to success-

ful job-acquisition. The null hypothesis is rejected.

Hypothesis 6 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the success
measure and geographic mobility scores.

Two scores were computed for geographic mobility:

1) geographic mobility in job-application

2) geographic mobility in job-acceptance

The product moment coefficient of correlation obtained be-

tween success score and geographic mobility in job-applica-

tion was -.0190 (NS, 58df). The product moment coefficient

of correlation obtained between success scores and

geographic mobility of job-acceptance scores was .0194 (NS,

54df). (The complete correlation matrix is presented in

Table 21.) The null hypothesis is not rejected since

neither relationship was significant.

Hypothesis 7 There will be no significant
correlation between scores on the success
measure and sense of direction scores.

The product moment coefficient of correlation computed be-

tween success scores and sense of direction scores was
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.3946 (p = <.002, 63df). (The complete correlation matrix

is presented in Table 21.) The null hypothesis is rejected

since sense of direction scores were highly related to

success for the respondents studied.

Additional Findings

The investigation provides additional evidence of the

correlation of specific variables to successful job-

acquisition. The following section is a presentation of

a secondary analysis of relationships among the following

variables:

1) Number of interviews prior to acquiring the first

job,

2) Number of job offers,

3) Length of time to get first job,

4) Number of job-acquisition skills used,

5) Number of training sessions attended,

6) Mobility of job-application,

7) Mobility of job-acceptance.

Relationship between Number of Interviews
and Other Selected Variables

The product moment coefficient of correlation computed

between the number of interviews and the number of job-

acquisition skills used prior to acquiring the first job

was .2927 (p = <.024, 58df), well within the .05 signifi-

cance of probability (see Table 25). Apparently the
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greater the number of job-acquisition skills used, the

greater the number of interviews the respondents had. The

product moment coefficient of correlation computed between

the number of interviews and the number of types of job

training sessions in job-acquisition (exposure) the student

attended prior to acquiring the first job is .2604 (p

<.040, 60df), indicating the respondents who attended more

types of training sessions in job-acquisition participated

in more interviews than did respondents who attended fewer

sessions (see Table 25).

Table 25. Product moment correlation matrix between number
of interviews, number of job-acquisition skills
used, and number of types of job-acquisition
training sessions (exposure).

Skills used and exposure r value

Number of job-acquisition
skills used .2927* .024 60

Number of types of job-
acquisition training sessions
(exposure) .2604* .040 62

*p < .05, df = N-2

Relationship between Number of Job Offers
and Other Selected Variables

The product moment coefficient of correlation computed

between the number of job offers and the number of job-

acquisition skills used prior to acquiring the first job

was .1231 (NS, 52df). The product moment coefficient of

correlation computed between the number of job offers and
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the number of types of job-training sessions attended

prior to acquiring the first job is .1534 (NS, 53df)(see

Table 26). Neither the number of job-acquisition skills

used nor the degree of exposure to job-acquisition train-

ing sessions attended by the job-seeker appeared to in-

fluence significantly the number of job offers.

Table 26. Product moment correlations between number of
job offers, number of job-acquisition skills
used, and number of types of job-acquisition
training sessions attended (exposure).

Skills used and exposure r value p N

Number of job-acquisition
skills used .1231 .376 54

Number of types of job-
acquisition training sessions
exposure) .1534 .264 55

*p < .05, df == N-2

Relationship between Length of Time Looking
for First Job and Other Selected Variables

The product moment coefficient of correlation computed

between the length of time spent looking for first jobs

and the number of job-acquisition skills used prior to

acquiring the first job is .0957 (NS, 56df). The product

moment coefficient of correlation computed between the

length of time spent looking for first job and geographic

mobility of job-application is .0049 (NS, 54df). The pro-

duct moment coefficient of correlation computed between the

length of time spent looking for first job and geographic
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mobility of job-acceptance is .1139 (NS, 50df)(see Table

27). The length of time spent by the job-seeker in obtain-

ing first job was not significantly influenced by the num-

ber of job-acquisition skills used, where the job-seeker

applied for work, or the location of the employment.

Table 27. Product moment correlations between length of
time looking for first job, number of job-
acquisition skills used, geographic mobility of
job-application, and geographic mobility of job-
acceptance.

Skills used and
geographic mobility r value p N

Number of job - acquisition
skills used .0957 .474 58

Geographic mobility of
job-application .0049 .972 56

Geographic mobility of
job-acceptance .1139 .422 52

*p ( .05, df = N-2
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Chapter V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this study was to investigate the

factors associated with success of graduates of the Cloth-

ing, Textiles, and Related Arts Department at Oregon State

University in obtaining first positions. The investiga-

tion provided an opportunity to assess the importance of

job-hunting skills in successful job-seeking and provided

insight into the role of such techniques in the job-

acquisition process. Results of this study were used to

make recommendations for Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts undergraduate curriculum in relation to job-

acquisition competencies.

A branching-type questionnaire was designed in order

to obtain data related to the hypotheses. The question-

naire was administered in pretest form to 20 college

graduates. Minor revisions were made to clarify the ques-

tions. The revised questionnaire was mailed to 103

alumnae. Respondents for the study were 83 graduates

(80.4%) of the 1976 and 1977 classes from the Clothing,

Textiles, and Related Arts Department at Oregon State

University. The usable portions of all 83 returned ques-

tionnaires were computed. Respondents' answers were

assigned weighted scores for success, sense of direction,

and geographic mobility based upon their responses to
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questionnaire items. Information recorded for other

variables included: job-acquisition skills used in

acquiring the first job, most helpful job-acquisition

skill used in acquiring the first job, sources of informa-

tion used by the job-applicant in acquiring the first job,

applicant's attendance at Oregon State University sponsored

training sessions while an undergraduate, grade point

average, employment status, number of interviews obtained,

number of job offers, length of time spent looking for job

after completion of graduation requirements, employer's

primary business, and description of position (duties of

job, salary, relationship to major in home economics).

Data were tabulated and analyzed by means of product moment

correlation and chi square. The .05 level of confidence

was established as a basis for the acceptance or rejection

of the hypotheses.

Eighty percent (N=83) of the 1976 and 1977 graduates

(N=103) from the Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

Department at Oregon State University participated in the

study. Seventy-seven percent (N=64) of the respondents

reported being employed during target week, six percent (N=

5) were still looking, and seventeen percent (N=14) stated

they were not working and not actively seeking a job.

Family responsibility was listed by 26 percent (N=5) of the

still unemployed respondents (N=19).
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Ninety-eight percent (N=81) of the respondents com-

pleted the questionnaire and could be assigned a success

score. Almost two-thirds (63%, N=40) of the total employed

and job-seeking respondents (N=63) stated they wanted to

stay in their field of training. The remainder did not

have a definite sense of direction as to the kind of job

wanted, did not know of job opportunities, or did not plan

to remain in the field of their training. The mean grade

point average reported by the responding alumnae (N=62) was

slightly above 3.00. Forty percent (N=27) of the job-

seeking respondents (N=67) completed the credit class CT

407A, 37 percent (N=25) had attended the session on writ-

ing a r6sume presented at the Office of Careers Planning

and Placement, and 33 percent (N=22) reported attendance

at the interview sessions presented by Office of Careers

Planning and Placement. Fifty-four percent (N=37) of the

employed and job-seeking respondents (N=69). attended only

one session on job-seeking skills when they were students

at Oregon State University. Between one and two training

sessions was the average number attended by the employed

and job-seeking respondent(N=69). Ninety-seven percent

(N=67) of the job-seeking respondents stated they used

one or more job-acquisition skills. The average num-

ber of job-acquisition skills used by the respondents

was seven. In seeking work the most used skills by

the job-seekers were completion of job application
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forms (74%, N=51), participating in interview (68%, N=47),

compiling a personal inventory (57%, N=39), preparing a

chronological rdsumd (57%, N=39), preparing a functional

resume (54%, N=37), and inquiring of employer of available

openings (54%, N=37). Direct application to employer when

seeking a job was reported by 88 percent (N=57) of the

job-seekers (N=65). Nearly three-fourths (72%, N=47) of

the respondents (N=65) had consulted the placement lists

at Office of Careers Planning and Placement.

One-third (33%, N=21) of the employed and job-seeking

respondents (N =64) participated in one or two interviews

prior to accepting the first job. Thirty-nine percent (N

22) of the employed respondents did not seek a job between

completion of graduation requirements and the stated target

date because they already were employed or were offered

jobs without seeking them. For the employed respondents

(N=57) the median time they had spent seeking work was less

than one week. Forty-five percent (N=25) of the employed

respondents (N=56) accepted the first offer of a job.

The highest percentage of responding alumnae (a=59)

was employed in general merchandising stores (42%, N=25),

and another one-third (33%, N=19) worked for clothing and

textiles related employers. Only three percent (N=2)

of the graduates reported they were self-employed.

Additional data obtained from the respondents (N=62) re-

vealed 68 percent (N=42) of those employed reported working
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in a job related to their field of training. Sixty-five

percent (N=38) of the employed alumnae (N=58) stated that

their first job was in the retailing field. Two-thirds

(66%, N=25) of those who were in retailing in their first

job (N=38) were in management. Nearly one-half (45%, N=26)

of the 58 employed respondents held managerial positions

in their first jobs. Over 40 percent of each class of the

1976 (N=28) and 1977 (N=30) alumnae who had completed the

business option requirements were in managerial positions.

The mean salary (N=56) was $6,955 for the first job. One-

third (34%, N=19) of the reported salaries were in the

$8,000 to $10,000 range while another 37 percent (N=21)

were in the $5,000 to $7,000 salary range. Only seven

percent (N=4) of the respondents indicated their annual

salary was $10,000 or more. Five percent (N=3) of the

respondents have an irregular salary due to jobs such as

substitute teaching or self-employment.

The study was designed to determine if there were fac-

tors associated with success of graduates of the Clothing,

Textiles, and Related Arts Department at Oregon State

University in obtaining first positions, including use of

job-acquisition skills.

The following hypotheses were not rejected:

1) There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure and
job-acquisition skills used.

(r = .1974, N.S. N=62)
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2) There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure and
sources of information used.

(r = -.1199, N.S. N=65)

4) There will be no significant relation
between scores on the success measure and
the type of job-acquisition skill cited
as most helpful.

The data revealed 97% (N=67) res-
pondents had used at least one job-
acquisition, but that no single
skill was significantly related to
success.

There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure
and geographic mobility scores.

Geographic mobility of job-application:
(r = -.0190, N.S. N=60)

Geographic mobility of job-acceptance:
(r = .0194, N.S. N=56)

The following null hypotheses were rejected:

3) There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure and
exposure scores.

(r = -.3263, p < .05, N=67)

5) There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure and
grade point averages.

(r = .2628, p < .05, N=60)

7) There will be no significant correlation
between scores on the success measure and
sense of direction scores.

(r = .3946, p < .05, N=65)

The investigation provided data used in a secondary

analysis of sub-sample groups to determine relationships
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between selected variables: number of interviews prior

to acquiring first job, number of job offers, length of

time to get first job, number of job-acquisition skills

used, number of types of training sessions attended,

mobility of job-application, and mobility of job-accept-

ance.

The number of job-acquisition skills used did not

significantly influence the length of time spent by the

job-seeker in obtaining the first job. Where the job-

seeker applied for work, or the location of the employment

did not significantly influence length of time, number of

job offers, or successful employment of respondents. The

respondent who attended more types of training sessions

and who used more job- acquisition skills participated in a

greater number of interviews before accepting a job offer.

Neither the number of job-acquisition skills used nor the

number of types of job-acquisition skills training ses-

sions attended by the job-seeker appeared to significantly

influence the number of job offers.

The experiences in job-seeking by the 1976 and 1977

graduates should provide useful data for tomorrow's

graduates.
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Conclusions

There are a number of conclusions which can be drawn

from the present study of job-acquisition skills used by

the 1976 and 1977 Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

graduates of the Oregon State University School of Home

Economics. These conclusions might aid educators in pre-

paring students for successful employment.

1. From the findings of this study, it can be concluded

that most Home Economics graduates from Oregon State

University Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

department apparently intended to find jobs which

would use their training professionally. It appears

that jobs were available for the trained home

economist in the field of Clothing, Textiles, and

Related Arts. Entry-level jobs, including both buy-

ing management and sales management, apparently were

available in the retailing field.

2. It is notable that the total number of job-acquisition

skills used by the job-seeker was not significantly

related to successful employment. There was a signi-

ficant difference between success c_,;.roups for the pre-

paration of a chronological r6sumg, the commercially

printed resume, and writing of a follow-up letter. No

single job-acquisition skill was agreed upon by

respondents as being most helpful in acquiring the

first job; thus the graduate appears to need a wide
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repertoire of skills and needs to use them selec-

tively.

3. The total number of sources of information used was

not significantly related to successful job-

acquisition and none was reported as being more use-

ful than others in acquiring employment. The results

indicate the respondents most successful in seeking

jobs did not attend the highest number of training

sessions.

4. Grades earned by respondents while undergraduates were

significantly related to obtaining first choice job in

field of training. Perhaps grades are an indication

of sense of direction as well as total achievement.

Job-seekers might note Endicott's statement (1977: 46)

that scholastic qualifications are considered by the

future employer when hiring.

5. Limitations of location did not keep graduates from

finding employment related to their field of training.

Jobs apparently are available for Clothing, Textiles,

and Related Arts graduates despite geographic limita-

tions.

6. Those graduates who had a definite sense of direction

were more likely to acquire first choice jobs in field

of training then those who did not show a definite

sense of direction. Keenan (1976: 228) found the

employers attach importance to achievement motivation
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in candidates and look for signs of this motivation

when selecting employees.

7. It is important to note that the job-seekers who used

more job-acquisition skills did have more interviews,

but did not necessarily have more job offers or obtain

a position sooner. Those alumnae who attended more

types of training sessions did participate in more

interviews, but did not receive a significant increase

in number of job offers. Simply attending training

sessions in job-acquisition skills or participating in

more interviews was not a guarantee of successful

employment for the graduate. Geographical limitations

of job-application or job-acceptance did not appear

to influence the length of time it took the respondent

to acquire employment.

Recommendations

This study represents exploratory research in an area

dealing with job-acquisition of graduates of the Oregon

State University School of Home Economics.

1. Recommendations for the improvement of the research:

a. Due to the wide geographic area in which the

graduates were located, a mailed questionnaire was

used. The response might represent a lower

percentage of non-returns and incomplete answers

if the interview method had been used. Phone
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calls were made to a few graduates to encourage

completion of the questionnaire, and a second

mailing also increased the number of returns.

b. For the improvement of the instrument the inves-

tigator recommends an elaboration and clarifica-

tion of Question 5a:

"Which one of the techniques listed
above was most helpful to you in
seeking work?"

"Why was this most helpful?"

The question was meant to be open-ended, but

guidelines may have been helpful to the respond-

ent ('gave the most leads', 'cinched the job',

'psychologically boosting').

2. The recommendations drawn from the present study sug-

gest areas for further research dealing with job

acquisition. The following areas appear to be worthy

of investigation:

a. The data from the study limited to Clothing, Tex-

tiles, and Related Arts graduates revealed a

significant relationship between success in job-

acquisition and use of the following job- acquisi-

tion skills: preparation of a chronological

resume, commercially printing a resume, and writ-

ing a follow-up letter. Additional research

studies should be conducted in the entire School

of Home Economics at Oregon State University to
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determine whether job-acquisition skills used by

students of other departments are related to suc-

cess in the same manner. Results may aid each

department in preparing students for successful

job-acquisition within its particular discipline.

b. This study dealt with skills the graduates per-

ceived as most helpful in acquiring the first job

as well as skills actually used in seeking employ-

ment. Additional investigative studies should be

conducted to record factors employers perceive

desirable when hiring. Leadership demonstrated by

the job applicant while a student on campus is

one of the factors considered by employers in hir-

ing new college graduates, according to Endicott

(1977: 46). No attention has been given in this

study to factors such as specific leadership

skills of the applicant. Clothing worn to the

interview might also be considered. Popular

books, magazines, and newspapers cite clothing as

a matter of concern of the job-applicant. Cloth-

ing worn to an interview could prove to be an

important factor considered by the potential

employer.

c. The results of this study indicate academic

achievement as measured by overall grade point

average is significantly related to successful
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job acquisition. Further investigation will be

required to establish a definite relationship be-

tween academic achievement and other variables

such as level of first job on "career ladder",

number of interviews obtained, and length of time

spent seeking a job.

d. The course Careers in Clothing, Textiles, and

Related Arts presents an opportunity for self-

analysis of career opportunities open to Clothing,

Textiles,and related Arts majors and for

acquaintance with personal and academic qualifica-

tions necessary to qualify for those jobs.

Professional persons in the Clothing, Textiles,

and Related Arts field share experiences, responsi-

bilities, job requirements and limitations with

students, as well as the possible future of the

profession. Research is suggested to determine

whether a relationship exists between completion

of Careers in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts

and a high sense of direction in job seeking.

e. The data from this study reveal a small group of

graduates who were not sure they wanted to stay in

their field of training. This may be a symptom of

"career false-start." Investigation might be

undertaken to determine whether earlier academic

exposure to the nature of jobs could prevent post
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graduation indecision about career directions.

f. Almost 45 percent (N=25) of the successful job-

seekers accepted the first offer of a job. Addi-

tional studies might be conducted to determine

whether graduates who accept the first offer of a

job are as satisfied with the job as graduates who

weigh two or more offers. This information may be

used in instructing job seekers as to the impor-

tance of investigating potential employers.

3. Recommendations for Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts Department at Oregon State University:

The Clothing, Textiles, and Related Arts Depart-

ment would be wise to continue to emphasize the value

of job-seeking skills in the employment process, since

the majority of the graduates of the department enter

the working world.

Students would benefit from attendance at training

sessions sponsored by Oregon State University, parti-

cularly the Amsden and White workshop, "How To Be

Successful in an Employment Interview," and Office of

Careers, --Planning and Placement sessions on resume

preparation. The completed study indicates that

those graduates who attended more training sessions

did participate in more interviews. Graduates appear

to need a wide range of skills, and training in the

application of these skills to the job market.
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Personal and academic qualifications required to

obtain jobs in the Home Economics field and identifi-

cation of career opportunities for Clothing, Textiles,

and Related Arts graduates should continue to be ex-

plored by the students and the faculty. Eleven per-

cent (N=7) of the respondents (N=63) stated they did

not know the job opportunities available for people

with their skills. More students might be encouraged

to participate in supervised work experiences in con-

junction with academic program. Such experiences may

develop and reinforce the students' understanding of

job prerequisites, personal demands and limitations,

and the requirements for career development in the

chosen field. It would be beneficial to continue to

encourage students in Clothing, Textiles, and Related

Arts to meet and counsel with successful employed

professionals in the chosen field. One-half (51%, N=

33) of the job-seeking respondents (N=65) in this

study reported they had made such contacts prior to

or during their job seeking efforts. The professional

may be a key factor in establishing or reinforcing a

sense of direction in an undergraduate student.
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APPENDIX A

JOB-ACQUISITION SKILLS QUESTIONNAIRE



Code Number

85

This questionnaire is to identify job-acquisition skills used in obtaining the job you had during a
specific week four months after completion of your undergraduate work in the School of Home Economics
at Oregon State University. The questions are in sequence; it is very important you follow the
sequence. Your answers will be most helpful in making recommendations for undergraduate curriculum in
relation to job-acquisition competencies.

1. Please circle your graduation date and the
corresponding Target Week:

e.g. (2,ugust 1975 December 15 - 19,197-2'5.

YOUR 3RADUATION DATE

August 1975

December 1975

March 1976

Jur, 1976

August 1976

December 1976

March 1977

June 1977

YOUR TARGET WEEK

December 15-19, 1975

April 12-16, 1976

July 12-16, 1976

October 11-15, 1976

December 15-17, 1976

April 11-15, 1977

July 11-15, 1977

October 10-14, 1977

la. What was Your employment situation during
your taroet week? (Check one)

Employed full time (35 or more hours per
week)

Employed part time
Not working luring target week

lb. ?lease estimate about how many weeks you
looked for work between graduation and the
target date: weeks.

if non, go to 0 ld !

lc. Were you looking only for work related to
your major field of study, or not?

Yes, related to major
No, not related to major
Didn't matter

if you were employed during target week,'
please go to J 2

.J. Where were you in your job- hunting luring
your target week?

Noc actively seeking a job
Actively seeking a job

le. Did vou look for work anytime between
graduation and your target week?

Yes

No

If. What was the main reason you were not
employed or not looking for work between

graduation and your target week? (Please

check only one).

Already had a job
Family responsibilities
Going to school
Ill or disabled
Could not find the kind of work

wanted
1l,o to 0 41
Could not arrange childcare
Could not find a job
Did not want to work
Other. Specify:

If you were not seeking work after graduatzor
please go to 2 11.
you were not empicy,d, out seeking work

please go to Q 4.

2 If you were employed during the target week
you checked in Ouestion 1, for whom air. you

work? What kind of business, organization,
or industry?

2a. And, what kind of job was this? What were

your specific duties or major activities?
Just describe them briefly.

2b. In which city was this job Located?

3. Now, thinking about this ;ob referred to in
,2uescion 1, would you say this job was
directly related to your fl.eld, somewhat re-
lated or not at all related to your
specialization-field in tome economics?

Directly related to my specialization in
hone economics

_Somewhat related v my speci izatin -m
home economics

Not at all relatJg



3a. Which of the following statements do you
think best describes how you regarded this
job at the time you accepted it? (Please
check only one.)

Temporary job until a better one could
be found

Temporary job while waiting to report to
a new job

Job to earn money while I decided what
kind of work I want

Temporary job to earn money to do some-
thing else (travel, school, etc.)

Job had possibilities for advancement
_Job to get experience so I could break

into my field
Job was my first choice; my "dream job"
Other (Please specify:

3b. When you started this job, what was your
yearly rate of pay, before deductions -
just approximately?

Approximate yearly earnings at
start.

4. Listed below are some places and people to
go to when looking for work. Which of the
following, if any, have you gone to when
Locking for work? (Check all that apply.)

a. Checked campus placement lists
b. Got on Placement mailing lists
c. Interviewed at campus Placement Office
d. Talked to professor for help
e. Telephone inquiry
f. Civil service application
g. Public employment service
h. Private employment agency
i. Looked in newspaper
4._Made direct application to employers
k. Sought help from friends and relatives
1. Inquiries of people in the field
m. Other (Please explain:
n. Nonel Co to Q 5

4a. Which one of the items listed in Question 4
was tne most useful in seeking work?

Enter code-letter from Question 4.

4b. And, which one of the items listed in
question 4 was least useful?

Enter code-letter from Question 4.

Why was it least useful to you?

Which of the following techniques did you
use, if any, in seeking the position you
held during your target week identified in
Question I of this questionnaire? Please
check all that apply.)

a. Cid a personal inventory of my
qualifications

b. Prepared a chronological resume'
'.Listing previous experiences in
chronological order(
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5. (cont.)

c. Prepared a functional resume'
(Described previous experience in
relation to position sought)

d. Composed a resume' with art work
e. Composed a resume' on colored paper
f. Had a resume' commercially printed
g. Assembled a portfolio
h. Read books, newspapers, or magazines on

how to get a job
i. Wrote a letter of inquiry
j. Inquired via telephone
k. Filled out job-application forms
1. Practiced interviewing beforehand
m. Participated in interview
n. Sent a follow-up thank-you letter for

interview
o. Inquired of employer about status of

application.
p. Inquired of employer about available

openings
q. Other (Specify:
r. None of these' Go to Q b I

5a. Which one of the techniques listed above was
most helpful to you in seeking work?

Enter code-letter from Question 5

Why was this most helpful?

5b. And, which one of the techniques Listed in
Question S was the least helpful to you in
seeking work?

Enter code-letter from Question 5---

Why was this least helpful?

6. About how many different employers altogether,
if any, did you interview while actively
seeking this job?

Humber

7. List cities in which you actually applied for
employment, such as filling out an applica-
tion for employment:

If not working during the target week listed
in Ouestion 1, go to Question 9.

S. Before you accepted this lob, about how many
other job offers, if any, did you receive
during this job-seeking campaign?

Numzer

9. Would you have been willing to move to
another state (other than ':regon or your home
state, ..let a job?

ng
. wilLIng



10. Thinking back to graduation, please put a
check by the statement that best describes
your "sense of direction" in seeking a job
at the time of graduation.
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14. What was your GPA at graduation,
approximately?

GPA: (If you aren't certain, may we have
your permission to check?

Knew I wanted to stay in my field and
looked only for jobs in my field ---Yes

Wasn't sure that I wanted to stay in my No
field, so I looked more broadly

Definitely did not want to stay in my
field, so I looked more broadly 15. Lastly, is there anything you would like to

Was somewhat uncertain about what kind say about employment in the field of home
of job I wanted economics or about this questionnaire?

Uncertain about job opportunities for
persons with my training.

Other. Please explain:

11. Which of the following training sessions,
if any, did you use while attending Oregon
State University? (Check all that apply.)

a. Resume' session sponsored by Office of
Careers Planning and Placement

b. Interviewing session sponsored by
Office of Careers Planning and
Placement

Session on job-hunting sponsored by
Department in School. Please
identify:

d. :Session on job interviewing techniques
presented by Amsden-White

e. CT 407A (One credit senior seminar on
job- hunting)

f. None of these
g. Other (Please explain,

- ally, a few questions about yourself....

First, what was your area of concentration
within the School of Home Economics? Please
write in the options for which you fulfilled
graduation requirements.

1.PEA OF CONCENTRATION Options :Please write in)

'lotting, Textiles and
Related Arts
Child Development and
'amuly Life
Foods and Nutrition
Deneral Some Economics
Some Economics Education
Family Economics and
Management
Home Economics Communications
Institution Management and
Dietetics
Housing
Nursery School Teaching
Early Childhood Education

. What city do you consider your home town?
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APPENDIX B

COVER AND FOLLOW-UP LETTERS



School of
Home Economics

Oregon
"state .
University Corvallis, Oregon 97331 (503) 754-3551

October 14, 1977

Dear School of Home Economics Alumnus:

In order to more adequately assist students in seeking a position upon
graduation we would appreciate your helping those of us on campus to
learn more about the job-hunting process. As a recent graduate of the
School, we consider you one of our best sources of information about
the "real world" of job hunting.

We are enclosing a questionnaire for your response. These data will
provide information for a master's thesis on the assessment of job
acquisition skills of recent graduates of the School. These date will
be treated confidentially. However, your name and current job status
will be used in the Dean's Office to update our alumni records. The

questionnaire will take 20-25 minutes to complete.

Please complete and return the 
 for your convenience.

Thank you for your consideration in sharing your valuable ideas and
experiences.

Sincerely,

Betty E. Hawthorne
Dean

BH/AF:bh
Enclosure

89

Anne Foster
Clothing, Textiles and Related

Arts Graduate Student
(Adviser: Dr. Schrank)
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School
Home Economics Corvallis, Oregon 97331 (503)

Ogren
University

[

November 4, 1977

Dear Alumnus of the School of Home Economics:

754-3551

The alumni of this School have a lot to offer from their personal
experiences that can assist those of us on campus to keep in-tune
with student and alumni needs. That's why we're writing. We know
you have a lot to offer in the way of valuable ideas and experiences
about the job-hunting process, and we're concerned that we haven't
received the questionnaire we sent you on October 14.

Sometimes mail goes astray and other times it gets set aside for
the appropriate moment to respond and is forgotten. Just in case
the first request we sent went astray, we are enclosing a second
copy of the questionnaire and self-addressed stamped envelope.
Please return your questionnaire by November 18.

Only your name and current job status will be recorded in the Alumni
files of the School to update our records on first known positions.
All the other information you give us will be treated anonymously,
and compiled along with that provided by other respondents to give
us a composite picture of graduates of the School and its departments.

Based on what yoU suggest, we will be taking a hard look at the
job-hunting training available to Home Economics students so we can
make it the best possible. Thanks for sharing your experiences and
thoughts with us.

Sincerely,

Betty E. Hawthorne
Dean

BEH/AF:bh
Enclosure

Anne Foster
Clothing, Textiles and Related

Arts Graduate Student

(Adviser: Dr. Schrank)
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APPENDIX C

TABULATION OF DATA
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TABULATION OF DATA

The instrument and tabulation were set up with the

assistance of a statistical consultant. A code manual

(Appendix) including all the variables from the instrument

was devised to aid in the tabulation of the data. Data for

general information was tabulated manually and analyzed

arithmetically. Data needed for the hypothesis was

tabulated manually then transferred to computer key cards.

1. Degree of success was analyzed from the investigator's

numerical value rating of answers to questions La, 3,

and 3a.

Directly related - in
field

First Choice Second Choice

7 4

Somewhat related - in
field 6 3

Not related - in field 5 2

Not working - but looking

Not working - not looking 0

2. Type of job acquisition skills used in seeking first

position were tallied from the total number of items

checked in response to question 5.

3. Job-acquisition skill cited as most helpful was

obtained from the item checked in response to question

5a.
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4. Sources of information used is tallied from the total

number of items checked in response to question 4.

5. Sources of information cited as most useful was

obtained from the item checked in response to question

4a.

6. G.P.A. was the answer to question 14, or by examining

files of those who gave permission. If permission is

not granted and G.P.A. not provided, G.P.A. was not

used in the analysis.

7. Exposure score is tallied from the total number of

items checked on question 11.

8. Geographic mobility in applying for jobs is the investi-

gator's numerical value rating of answers to questions

7 and 13:

Hometown* 1

Town within 100 miles of listed
hometown 2

Town more than 100 miles from
listed hometown 3

9. Geographic mobility in accepting a job is the investi-

gator's numerical value rating of answers to questions

2b and 13:

Hometown* 1

Town within 100 miles of listed
hometown 2

Town more than 100 miles from
listed hometown 3

*Corvallis, Oregon was used if the graduate had not stated
a hometown.
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10. Direction is the investigator's rating of answers to

question 10:

Knew I wanted to stay in my field and
looked only for jobs in my field 2

Definitely did not want to stay in my
field, so I looked more broadly 2

Wasn't sure that I wanted to stay in
my field, so I looked more broadly 1

Was somewhat uncertain about what
kind of job I wanted 1

Uncertain about job opportunities for
persons with my training 1

Other 0

11. Number of job offers is the answer (plus one for the

present job) to question 8.

12. Number of interviews obtained is the answer given to

question 6.

13. Length of time to get a job is the answer to question

lb.

14. General information gained from answers to the fol-

lowing questions:

Graduation date 1

Job-hunting data lc, ld, le, lf, 4b, 5b

Details of job 2, 2a, 2b, 3b

Professed mobility 9

Option within Clothing,
Textiles, and Related Arts 12

General Comments 15




